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Leading provider of portable tanks and dispensing equipment
Superior performance, compliance and product liability
50 years of product innovation, experience and industry knowledge
In-house engineering, design and compliance teams.

FUEL TANKS FOR GOVERNMENT APPLICATIONS
Fuel is the heart of your operation, Western Global is your partner

OUR PRODUCTS
TRANSCUBE TACTICAL

With its fully transportable design
and ability to fuel up to three
pieces of equipment simultaneously,
a TransCube will save you time and
can double or triple the run times of
your equipment.

www.western-global.com

TRANStank TACTICAL

Offering effortless connectivity and
a reduced storage footprint, a
TransTank is designed to exceed
expectations for fuel farms,
temporary power plants and
complete fueling stations.

TRANSTANK M-SERIES

The M-Series are rugged
containerized fuel tanks designed
and constructed for expeditionary
deployment.
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designed for mobility
Tanks can be safely lifted by crane or
forklift into logistically challenging sites.

security & peace of mind
Lockable equipment cabinet protects
fuel and equipment from theft and
weather damage.

faster refueling
Transportable design (even when full)
saves you time on-site and eliminates
waiting times.

WHY WESTERN GLOBAL?

HOW TO buy wg products?

Meets USA/ European transport and stationary fuel storage regs

Factory direct government pricing from USA/ UK

Storage for Diesel, DEF, JP8, Gasoline and Aviation Fuels

GSA#: 47QSWA19D00AP, Native Instinct, Llc, 8(a) SDV0SB

Finished inventory and optional accessories ship quickly

GSA #: GS-07F-0207Y, John M Ellsworth Co., SB, VOSB

Factory and global on-site training for professional operation

Use DLA-DIBBS to place RFQs/RFPs, get quotes

Worldwide installation services and spares support

Invite WG to participate in contract vehicle

BAA/ TAA Compliant - Manufactured in USA and Europe

Add WG as sub to SATOC/MATOC contract holder

Transport loaded with fuel 1,242 US Gal, 4,700 Litres (TransCube)

FMS (DSCA), NATO, UN, buying groups welcome

Supplies fuel to generators and vehicle refueling at the same time

Contact WG for list of preferred government resellers.

Integrated secondary containment eliminates need for berms
Rapid site environmental approval and same day installation

www.western-global.com
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PAST PERFORMANCE
FEMA- US Northern Marianas, 2018
Western built and assembled 30 x 787 Gallon TransCube tanks over one weekend and had
them ready for shipment in less than 24-hours per requirements of FEMA to support a
typhoon response
US Army - CENTCOM Jordan, 2019
Western delivered 3x modular refueling stations designed for rapid deployments. The
main fuel tank is a 2ft container holding 7k gallons of JP8 together with smaller tanks
for Diesel Fuel & MOGAS. All tanks are double-wall and do not require a berm or ground
preparation.
Army - CENTCOM Kuwait, 2020
Western delivered 3x modular aviation refueling stations designed for rapid deployments.
The main fuel tank (20ft container), holding 5k gallons of JP8 together with a 20ft
containerized pumping and filtration module. The complete system is designed to be
transported by aircraft and can be moved when full of fuel.
US Army- EUCOM Black Sea Area, 2020
Western delivered 5 x MSCAT fuel tanks to support expeditionary FOB’s. All tanks are
double-walled, and do not require a berm or ground preparation. Ancillary equipment
including pumping, filtration, generators and lighting towers were also supplied to
provide a complete turnkey package.
Fluor- Niger, Africa, 2021
Western delivered a 6,700 gallon double-wall tank with a retail pump skid and fuel
management system to an undisclosed military location in West Africa. The fuel
management system provides input and output volumes allowing the end customer
to ensure fuel accountability. This also includes access cards, which could track how
much fuel specific vehicles were consuming. The system also allowed for their Project
Management team in the US to monitor the base’s fuel consumption and track fuel
usage.
US Army - EUCOM CSCs Germany, 2021
Western delivered 10x CSC convoy refueling stations designed for rapid deployments.
The main fuel tank is a 40ft container holding 16k gallons of JP8. As it is a double
wall fuel tank it does not require a berm or ground preparation. Pumps are designed
as trolley units which can be manually wheeled to the vehicle to be refueled.
Generator, spill kit, drive-thru berms and safety equipment were provided to ensure
the convoy rufueling systems are able to operate autonomously. Training and after-sales support are provided by dedicated team based in Poland.
USACE - Prime Power Battalion, 2021
Western delivered 45x 525 gallon TransCube Tacticals to the US Army Corps of
Engineers Prime Power Battalion. These tanks will be used as ancillary fuel tanks to
power their Deployable Power Generation Distribution System.
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Duns number: 790231349 | Cage Code: 4WMH3 DLA (JCP CERT)#: 0082472 | NAICS: 332420,
423830, 423440, 423810, 423860, 493110, 493190, 424710, 423510 | PSC’s: 5430, R499, S215, X1GC,
Y1GC, 1740, 2420, 2910, 8145
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